
BUSINESS PLAN PRESENTATION SCRIPT OPENING

Also here today is George Bezaire, our director of corporate planning. Our financial strength enabled us to invest
through the business cycle and internally . And we have open access to their project management learnings and
systems .

This additional recovery comes with no additional steam input. The demand for natural gas is growing in
North America and around the world, as Bruce noted earlier, and Imperial is well positioned to become a
major player in the North America gas market over the next years and decades. With debottlenecking after a
short period of operating experience, each train will be capable of producing about , barrels per day. A few
other tips: Make sure it is understandable. Next, we'll discuss your company's competitors in more detail.
Anti-oil sands campaigners have consistently claimed that oil sands production results in up to three times the
level of greenhouse gas emissions compared with conventional oil production. We know we have a positive
story to tell. OIMS enables us to measure progress, ensure management accountability for results and
establishes common expectations for controlling operational risk. With an expanding capital investment
program, we are also very much aware of this. We will not to be satisfied until Nobody Gets Hurt. With our
steamflood technology, we will drill new steam-only injector wells and continue to produce from existing
wells. What trends are you seeing? Initiatives which maximize the value of feedstocks. Last, our cyclic solvent
process is targeted at more challenging reservoirs where heat can easily be lost out of the formation, making
thermal recovery technologies ineffective. Major achievements points out anything noteworthy, such as
patents, prototypes, important contracts regarding product development, or results from test marketing that
have been conducted. For product companies, include pictures of the actual product or renderings of the
prototype design. Nearer term, our acquisitions in both Horn River and Athabasca have the potential for
additions from our active delineation and testing programs. The reality is that our industry and Imperial Oil
have made - and continue to make - significant improvements in reducing environmental impacts. One clear
way of communicating this market analysis visually is by using a Venn Diagram. One good diagram can often
replace a page or two of text. In , our employees had no lost time incidents for the second year running.
Proprietary technologies at Kearl include paraffinic froth treatment which produces a saleable crude oil
without an upgrader. We provide a unique opportunity for investors - a company with years of operating
experience, with assets only in Canada, embarking on a period of exceptional growth, backed by the strength
of ExxonMobil. This improves both recovery and greenhouse gas intensity levels and is in use on about wells
at Cold Lake. Operating guide Will it layout strategy plans? Responsible Resource Development Anyone
familiar with our industry knows there are concerns about its environmental footprint - especially in regards to
the oil sands.


